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ABSTRACT
We present a family of methods for speeding up distributed
locks by exploiting the uneven distribution of both temporal and spatial locality of access behaviour of many applications. In the worst case, some of our methods will not
produce higher network latencies than equivalent conventional distributed locking methods. In best case, the total
number of messages can be constantly bounded, approximating the impression that no network latencies exist at all.
Measurements and simulations based on variants of
TPC database benchmarks show that hit rates enabled by
speculative prefetching of optional locks appear to be similar to hit rates of conventional data caches, typically in the
range from 90% to 99%. Thus overall speedup factors of
10 or more for the average latencies of distributed locks are
possible. Compared to purely temporal prefetching, adding
exploitation of spatial locality may significantly improve
performance, typically by factors of 2 or more.
We discuss some implications for the construction of
distributed systems. For the class of programs well-suited
for distributed systems, network latencies will nearly vanish, blurring performance differences between local and
distributed systems. For program classes exposing poor locality, there is likely no help independent from distributed
computing paradigms. We explain how the communication paradigm can be efficiently implemented on top of distributed shared memory (DSM) using region locks. Thus
we believe that the DSM paradigm will become more attractive than explicit communication (e.g. RPC, CORBA)
for the construction of distributed applications.
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There are some exceptions, notably hierarchical or intentional locking [7] and opportunistic locking [8]. The
latter may be viewed as a variant of hierarchical locking
with an additional lock retraction mechanism. Hierarchical locking may be characterized as introducing additional
lock objects which each replace or subsume a set of other
lock objects. This introduces a tree-structured order on the
set of objects, such that the order has to be explicitly used
and obeyed by the synchronisation partners.
In contrast, the method proposed in this paper (prior
publication in [9]) does not assume any order which must
be explicitly obeyed by the lock partners (although generalizations of our method to hierarchical or intentional
locks are possible), but rather assumes that application behaviour bears some implicit order, also called spatial locality of access, which may be approximately determined by a
(distributed) lock manager and exploited for better performance in distributed systems. We use an order on lock objects which an application does not necessarily need to be
aware of. We may take a natural order, such as the memory
addresses of lock representation objects. Alternatively, address orders may be explicitly used by applications, for example flock() operations or fcntl() locking on Unix
files [10] where start addresses and length of lock regions
for possibly overlapping locks are specified by the caller.
Applications are free to give that ”addressing order” any
internal semantics they like, or they may just ignore that
order for non-overlapping locks. Even when programmers
are non-conscious of spatial properties of their locks, programs often exhibit spatial locality.
The intuition behind our approach is that memory objects and their locks are often organized in spatial ”clusters”, ”compact regions”, ”segments” or similar aggregations in an address space. Spatial locality has been exploited by data prefetching strategies in data caches [11].
Temporal prefetching of locks has appeared in the literature, e.g. [12] augmenting applications with specialized
lock prefetch instructions similar to hardware data prefetch
instructions [11], and [13] automatically predicting future
lock operations from past temporal behaviour. In contrast,
our method exploits both spatial and temporal locality.

1 Introduction
When multiple processes operate concurrently on shared
data, some synchronization discipline is needed [1, 2, 3].
Most of the past research has focused on the synchronization problem on a single resource, treating mechanisms on
large sets of fine-grained resources as straightforward extension to resources where each resource is regarded as
independent from each other (although application level
dependencies have been observed [4, 5]). There have also
been generalizations from exclusive resources
to resource
 are interchangeclasses where all resources in a class
able
[6],but
the principle of treating two resource classes
  and
 with
 as independent from each other is
also obeyed at the class level.

We give an example how the working set theory of
Denning [14, 15] which models temporal behaviour could
be extended to a notion of working region in order to additionally model spatial behaviour. However, there seem
to exist numerous ways for modeling spatial locality and
neighbourhood relations. A full work-out and comparison
of many possible lock prefetching policies derived from
each of those many possible models will require much
1

1 These are not to be confused with classification of lock types into
mandatory versus advisory locking [10], which is orthogonal to our lock
kinds (by classification of applications whether they are explicitly issuing
obligatory lock requests or issuing them implicitly).
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central lockmanager, new situation

The upper long stripe shows the initial situation at the
central lock manager, where some regions have been optionally locked, and some subsets of them have been obligatorily locked. Then a new lock request arrives, consisting of an obligatory lock surrounded by a larger optional
lock region. Since optional lock regions can only be exclusively granted to a single requestor, the optional part must
be shortened in order to fulfill the request at once. The
granted optional lock2 is thus a smaller subset of the requested one.
Now we look at a variant: at the right side, the requested optional part and the already granted optional part
of another site are overlapping. Instead of leaving that
optional part to the current holder (aka ”first come, first
serve”), we could try to get some optional part from that
third party:
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We assume the existence of one or more requestor instances which may request locks, and one or more grantor
instances which may grant any requested locks. For simplicity, we describe only the case of one grantor instance.
The central idea of this paper is to discriminate between two kinds of lock requests: obligatory lock requests,
and optional lock requests1 . Obligatory lock requests must
be granted to an application sometime, otherwise the application cannot continue with its work (deadlock). In contrast, optional locks need not be granted, or need only be
granted partially. The grantor of an optional lock will tell
the requestor whether and how far an optional lock has been
granted to him. In a nutshell, an optional lock may be partially denied.
Conventional applications will normally issue only
obligatory lock requests; it is the task of local lock managers in a distributed system to automatically add appropriate optional lock requests for overall minimization of
network traffic. Whenever an optional lock has already
been granted to a local site in the network, it may be (partially) converted to one or many obligatory locks at any
time without causing any network traffic. Local lock managers should therefore try to speculate as well as possible
to obtain the ”right” optional locks in advance. A ”good”
speculation is characterized by minimizing network traffic,
i.e. obtaining those optional locks which are most likely
required in the future, but not obtaining non-required optional locks when other sites may require them, because a
purely optional lock must be transferred back to the other
site on demand (retraction of optional locks) in order to retain deadlock-freedom for the obligatory locks of the other
site.
Locks are issued on (possibly overlapping) regions of
an address space similar to Unix flock() or fcntl()
locking; unlocking may be done in other granularity than
locking. Simple non-overlapping locks are regarded as a
trivial special case (e.g. by constantly using a region length
of 1). A region may be viewed as a contiguous subset of
the set of addresses occurring in the address space, thus a
region may be used to replace a set of contiguous conventional single-sized locks. In the following example picture,
obligatory lock regions are depicted as black areas, optional
lock regions as grey areas, and free areas are left white:
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2.1 Informal Explanation
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2 The Method
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work beyond the limits of this paper. Thus we concentrate
on an informal presentation of the mechanism and some
examples for prefetch policies, and we provide practical
evidence that the method yields high speedups at least with
some kinds of applications.


 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

central lockmanager, new situation

Upon detection of an overlap of an optionally requested part with an already granted optional part, the central lock manager policy may decide to issue a retract request to the current holder of the optional part. That current holder responds with a retract grant 3 , which may be
a subset of the retract request. There may be cases where
the retract request cannot be granted fully or partially, e.g.
when another conflicting obligatory lock has been granted
locally in the meantime which the global lock manager is
not (yet4 ) aware of; in extreme case, an empty region may
be granted back. In the example, the local lock manager
policy has decided to bisect the requested retract area and
2 Note that in general optional locks may be granted by the central lock
manager asynchronously at any time, even without request. Similarly, a
local lock manager may issue optional lock requests asynchronously at
any time even if no local process demands an obligatory lock.
3 In general, both retract requests and retract grants may be sent asynchronously at any time without requests, e.g. for spontaneous reorganization of optional areas.
4 Local grants of obligatory requests may be forwarded to the central lock manager asynchronously (preferably having such messages coalesced). Although the central lock manager will get only a delayed image
of local scenarios, this can help in making better policy decisions.

keeping the one half for itself, speculating that it will be
needed locally in the future. As a final result, the original
requestor can be granted a larger optional lock than compared with the first example.
Now we look at at third example where the retraction
mechanism is necessary for avoiding deadlock. Here the
initial situation is different from the first two examples:

2.2.1 From Working Sets to Working Regions

Clearly, the benefit of speculative prefetching of optional
locks will depend on the quality of the speculation, i.e.
how ”well” it anticipates the future lock demands at a
site. In this subsection, we roughly investigate only the bisecting strategy as explained in the examples from section
2.1. Other heuristics and strategies are subject to future research; there are good chances for finding better strategies
at least in the following cases:
1) when knowledge on future demands of applications is explicitly available; e.g. sequential scans of data
or traversal strategies on B-trees in databases; cf [17].
2) when some known access patterns (e.g. sequential
scan, stack-like behaviour) can be inferred by observation
of implicit application behaviour with good reliability.

First, the concept of working set as defined by Denning
[14]

is slightly generalized in the following way: let 
be the set of obligatory locks
held at network site !
$#%&')(
during the time6 interval "
. We call
the duration of the measurement of the working set. In difference
to Denning [14] working sets are related to network nodes
and measured on acquired locks instead of memory pages
and are also measured on real time instead of process time,
besides minor notational differences. The reason for using
real time is manifold: while Denning can safely assume
independence of program runs from each other, in general cooperating processes synchronizing with each other
by means of distributed locks are dependent from real time
due to network load, scheduling at local sites, and many
other factors. While Denning can assume that a program
as a whole is suspended during the I/O service time for a
page fault, network sites running multiple processes locally
are not suspended as a whole while waiting for some lock.
We suspect that the use of real time will likely complicate
models of network site behaviour and thus something like a
”local process time” would be preferable, but currently we
see no way for achieving that in a simple and intuitive way.
**+, as a shorthand for
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.
Definitions for working regions face a fundamental
problem: even if we knew the future access behaviour of
a site in advance, there are many artificial ways for defining regions and their borders such that they form compact
supersets of sparsely locked areas in a large address space.
The problem is similar to inferring general rules from samples. Working regions could e.g. be defined as follows:
1. we couldG*measure
the density of locks in all mem(
ory intervals " F
and select those intervals exceeding
some given threshold.
2. local versus global models: the access behaviour
of foreign sites leading to ”disruptions” of working regions
may be optionally taken into account, since nonlinear dependencies due to synchronization will exist anyway.
3. instead of defining working regions with binary
borders, we could use probablility density functions on both
spatial and temporal dimensions which either model past
access behaviour in both temporal and spatial dimensions
and/or predict future behaviour. Their characteristics could
be compared with those from foreign sites to determine
borders for optional locks dynamically.
4. probability density functions could be defined in

5 Optional regions may also be granted for a limited time similar to
leases [16], such that after timeout a retract occurs automatically and implicitly, possibly leading to aborts of corresponding obligatory locks.

6 We do not need a totally ordered global time, but only synchronized
local clocks obeying causality, e.g. physical Lamport clocks [18]. The
parameter H is always measured in the corresponding local time at site I .
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central lockmanager, new situation

The requested obligatory part conflicts with an already granted optional part. If the central lock manager
would not decide to send a retract request, deadlock would
occur if nothing5 would ever ”force” the holder of that optional region to return it. Thus the retract request contains
the obligatory part, which indicates to the current owner of
the optional part that he must give back at least that part
in order to avoid potentially unnecessary deadlock. In the
example, the optional part between both obligatory locks is
bisected by the local lock manager policy. In general, there
is only one reason for denying retraction of an obligatory
part: when another conflicting obligatory lock is already locally present, we must wait until it has been released by the
application. If the application will never release it, deadlock will occur, but that will also occur if we omit any optional locking completely. We just have to ensure that we
don’t introduce additional deadlocks by optional locking.

2.2 Preliminary Analysis

various ways, e.g. simply based on reciprocal distance of
addresses to locks, or on reciprocal squares of distances
etc.. They could be weighted by the size of locks, or by the

number of lock occurrences during some time interval ,
or by the average time distance between occurrences, or by
the acquisition costs (deviations in network latencies), and
in various other ways.
This list is surely not exhaustive, and we could probably build even more models for program behaviour on top
of each of these definition variants. From each of those
models, we could probably derive a variety of global and
local lock manager policies. However, there is a danger of
choosing inappropriate models as Denning has described in
[19]. For example, an analogy to temporal phase transitions
of program behaviour [20] may also exist in the spatial density behaviour of programs, or even a non-orthogonal corrolation between temporal and spatial behaviour of phase
transitions. Recently there were advances in the field of
modeling of both temporal and spatial locality of data access patterns [21] without assuming phase transitions, but
there is neither a consensus on a commonly acceptable
model nor is it clear how well results from that area may
apply to our problem of lock locality.
Thus we don’t discuss models of program behaviour
in this paper. Only for the sake of providing some explanation why the bisecting strategy works in practice, we
present a specific definition of working regions as an example. It is a simplistic global model.
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The short notations 
and 
are used
analogously to above. In the sequel, we will deal exclusively with reduced sets of working regions.

2.2.2 Best Case
In best case the working sets
sites are always
 at9 different

disjoint. This means, all 
are pairwise disjoint
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any
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or
equivalently
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for all sites  and
. Note that due
to exclusiveness -1of
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, but may
in
general
be
violated
always hold for

for ”sufficiently large” durations . The best case means
informally that all sites are doing long-term work which is
completely unrelated to each other.
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are also disjoint with each other. Even when no

two consecutive locks belong to the same site, any working
region will cover only one obligatory lock. However, we
expect that in many practical applications the number of
different working regions is often rather
9 
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. We expect this to be true for a large class of practical
applications. Then the total number
of working regions in
 
the system is bounded by !
. The system will become
stable, i.e. it will cease sending messages if all optional
regions in the systems have become supersets of their respective working region and are not intersecting with any
foreign working region. Any initially wrong speculation
at a single border between two working regions (either obtaining a too large or too small optional region with respect
to the ”correct” working size)
will be corrected by the bi
-#"%$  
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at any time , we analogously get a total effort
'
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'
 , which is also a constant independent from
time.
Further improvements of these raw bounds are possible, but not subject to this paper.

2.2.3 Worst Case
We assume that transferring two region informations for
an obligatory and another optional lock in a single request
or grant message will not increase network bandwidth and
overhead in a significant way7 . We compare relative performance with respect to the increase in number of messages
and in network latency when adding optional locking to a
known distributed locking method.
In worst case, no optional lock region will ever be
valuable for executing obligatory locks locally, i.e. there
will never be ”hits” to speculatively prefetched regions.
Such a behaviour could e.g. be provoked by ”intelligent
clients” which always know not only the local optional lock
regions, but also know which optional regions have been
granted to another client, and are thus constantly requesting locks outside of locally reserved regions and always in
foreign regions. Of course, such an application behaviour
is not very realistic.
For a centralized lock manager as described in section 2.1, the message overhead will increase in worst case
from 2 to 4 messages, since a retract request and a retract
grant are added to the protocol. This factor of 2 in message
7 Usually the overhead for packet handling is independent from packet
size and often an order of magnitude larger than the overhead for creating
and transferring slightly increased network packets.

overhead may be reduced to 1.5 if the retract grant is not
sent to the server, but directly to the originally requesting
client such that retract grant and lock grant are fused together. The network latencies will also increase by a factor
of 1.5 in worst case when compared to conventional central lock managers (assuming equal distribution of network
latencies).
A further reduction of latencies is possible, but at the
expense of additional messages; such protocol modifications may be advantageous because current trends in networking show up exponential growth of bandwidth, but
latencies remain constantly bounded due to the physical
speed of light. If atomic broadcast is available where each
broadcast message is counted as a single message, even that
overhead may be reduced to a factor near 1. The method
works as follows:
Each site  
is always keeping track of the reser
vation state at all other sites
 . This may be accomplished by always sending all grant and unlock messages
to all participants, so each of them can keep the state of
each other. Lock requests for regions currently held by
other clients are directed to and interpreted by the corresponding client directly. This means in essence that each
client becomes the lock manager for those optional locks it
is currently holding. The task of the central lock manager
is reduced to managing only empty regions, which may be
characterized as optional locks currently belonging to ”nobody” or to the central manager. In the last view, the role of
the central manager becomes symmetric, such that he may
be eliminated if he never requests locks for itself and if the
whole address space is preallocated to someone else upon
initialization of the distributed system.
Other distributed locking methods, such as voting methods [22], may also be enhanced by speculative
prefetching of optional locks, increasing overhead in a similar way. Details are outside the scope of this paper.

2.2.4 ”Average” Cases
For each of the many possible models of program behaviour, another average case would hold. Since these
models are not yet stated and validated, we pose some
working hypotheses of how an average case could look like
and give some qualitative arguments on their performance.
As a working hypothesis, we assume that phases of
slow change of working regions occur as well as transition
phases where some working regions are interchanged [19].
We also assume that working regions at different sites will
intersect only with low probability.
At the phase change events, optional regions acquired
at a site will rather soon approximate the shapes of working regions due to the bisecting strategy, analogously to the
argumentation in section 2.2.2. This forms a difference to
conventional data caching where phase transitions usually
result in bad performance due to heavy data reloading. At
the slow change hypothesis, optional regions will only occasionally mismatch the shapes of working regions such

that in average good hit rates for obligatory locks will result. The main problem of our method are intersections of
working regions at different sites. The larger the percentage of intersections and the more activity occurs in those
intersections, the worse the preformance in general. We
call it the ”hot spot problem”.
Note that the hot spot problem is caused by the behaviour of processes operating at different sites, e.g. when
incidently operating on common data or when communicating with each other via distributed shared memory
(DSM). When processes are behaving this way, they use
DSM for transfer of information to each other. When transfer of information is required for the problem solution,
nothing can help. Any distributed paradigm will have to
send packets over the network to satisfy these communication demands.
The effect of hot spots can be described by the notion
of thrashing [15]. Thrashing has been observed in local
caches long time ago, but may be transferred to distributed
systems to describe the communication behaviour in presence of hot spots. The notion of thrashing is from practical
observation of real OS behaviour when serious degradation
of system performance occurs (usually an order of magnitude or more). In standalone systems, performance is limited by an I/O bottleneck. Transferred to distributed systems, thrashing means that communication is limited due
to network latencies.
In contrast to traditional theory on thrashing, our lock
regions are potentially unlimited virtual resources spanning
almost arbitrarily large regions of (virtual) memory spaces.
Thus there is no problem analogously to cache overrun.
While retractions in standalone data caches are traditionally caused by the cache replacement strategy, retractions
in distributed systems are caused by other sites in the network8 .
A typical ”average” case may consist of a mixture of
the following phenomena:
(1) some parts of the working sets form totally independent local working regions.
(2) some local working regions are showing rather
slow changes in their shape or size, but are mostly indepedent from other sites. Slow means that miss rates for
local optional regions are rather low in comparison to hit
rates. Mostly means that intersections of working regions
at different sites play no significant role for performance.
(3) some local working regions are intersecting with
those of other sites to a significant part, such that miss rates
become a significant factor for slowdown.
(4) some local working regions are moving so fast
that miss rates also become a significant performance problem. Typical examples are ”random” access behaviour, e.g.
caused by hashing methods, or other ”irregular” or ”unpredictable” behaviour of access patterns.
When behaviours (1) and (2) are dominant, a distributed system based on transparent speculative prefetch8 When adding data transmission and data caching to our lock protocols, we probably would also have to introduce replacement strategies.

ing of optional locks will perform nearly like a local system. Note that this need not be true in conventional
distributed systems (e.g. based on the message passing
paradigm), because the spatial locality of access regions
is usually not exploited, at least not for locks. When behaviours (3) and (4) are dominant, the distributed application will show bad performance both when speculative
optional locking is or is not available.
Thus we conclude that speculative prefetching of
locks is one of the best methods available for speeding up
distributed locking. With behaviour (1) and (2), the bisecting strategy is already close to a theoretical optimum, and
further improvements by better lock manager policies are
likely to occur. For behaviour (3) and (4), other strategies
may be better. Achieving optimality would likely require
to know in advance the future access behaviour of such an
application; often such information is not available.

3 Experiments
We measured locking patterns of variants of TPC benchmarks and simulated what would have happened if those
accesses would have been distributed to sites in a network using various strategies for speculative prefetching of
optional locks.
The experiments were carried out on a dual processor AMD Athlon MP 1900+ workstation with 2 gigabyte of RAM, running Ret Hat Linux 9 with kernel
2.4.20-20.9custom and PostgreSQL version 7.3.3. We
chose that system because of easy access to source
code. We instrumented the lock manager of PostgreSQL
(file src/backend/storage/lmgr/lock.c) with
printf() statements in order to write a log of all granted
and released locks to a file. Each entry in the log file contained the type of operation (lock / unlock), a timestamp,
the lock type (read / write and many more used internally
by PostgreSQL), the process ID of the PostgreSQL server
process executing that G lock,
the internal transaction ID,
the

 

internal database ID
, the
internal
relation
ID
,
G

and the internal object ID 
of the lock. The latter
three values identify a lock uniquely when taken together.
The log file was later analyzed by a small program
written in Perl which simulated prefetching of optional
locks with various strategies as if the measured locking patterns had been executed on sites, with being a choosable parameter. Only locks stemming from different PostgreSQL server processes were spread to the virtual network, i.e. we simulated a scenario where the PostgreSQL
server processes would have been distributed nearly unmodified. The internal IDs identifying a lock uniquely were
mapped to a hypothetical
singleG address
spaceG by 
the forG
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. All
PostgreSQL locks were treated as obligatory locks with a
length of 1. As a result, we determined the number of hits
which would have been caused by prefetching of optional
locks.

The first benchmark was DBT-3 version 1.0 issued
by the Open Source Development Lab OSDL [23] which
should be similar to the well-known TPC-H. We treated all
PostgreSQL lock types as equal, i.e. we treated read locks
as write locks. This may possibly lead to a distortion of
results, since PostgreSQL may grant read locks in parallel
to other locks. However, the error is likely in favor of our
method, because allowing parallelism between read locks
would most probably lead to even better results due to less
frequent retractions.
The DBT-3 benchmark has several parameters, in particular the scale factor and the number of concurrent processes operating on the database. We present results only
for 8 processes (the results for 2 and 4 processes are similar;
16 processes and more led to extreme running durations). A
scale factor of 1.0 yields a database size of approximately
1 gigabyte data, leading to a real database size of about
4 gigabytes including internal overhead. Since databases
of larger size than RAM for the Linux buffer cache led to
heavy thrashing, we measured only with scale factors of 0.2
(resulting in 106972 lock operations in total), 0.1 (75286
locks), 0.05 (58802 locks), and 0.025 (51938 locks). For
each scale factor we ran the following strategies:
(a) upon local miss of an obligatory lock, a maximally
sized optional lock was requested from the central manager. Retracts were issued causing maximally sized retract
grants, such that the final granted optional lock was the full
surrounding area not held by any other obligatory lock at
that moment.
(b) in contrast to (a), the currently free surrounding
area was always bisected at both sides such that the respective foreign site could retain the half of that area.
(c) to evaluate the impact of spatial locality, this variant requested and granted optional locks only with the same
size and location as the new obligatory lock, such that spatial neighbourhood was completely ignored and only temporal bursts of the same lock could lead to hits.
The following table containsthe
hit rates in percent
*
for simulated spreading to  
sites. Each box
contains the results for strategies (a) through (c) from top
to bottom:
scale
(a)
0.025 (b)
(c)
(a)
0.05 (b)
(c)
(a)
0.1 (b)
(c)
(a)
0.2 (b)
(c)

1 site

2 sites

3 sites

4 sites

5 sites

6 sites

7 sites

8 sites

100.00
100.00
97.83
100.00
100.00
98.04
100.00
100.00
98.34
100.00
100.00
98.65

94.90
94.29
86.47
95.62
94.95
87.39
97.05
96.60
89.04
98.15
97.67
90.26

93.14
92.29
83.55
94.42
93.56
85.53
96.19
95.65
87.35
97.61
97.05
88.91

92.60
91.76
82.82
93.88
92.98
84.32
96.24
95.71
87.18
97.40
96.81
88.51

92.26
91.35
82.36
93.90
92.96
84.34
95.60
94.94
86.11
97.28
96.65
88.22

91.88
90.96
81.65
93.44
92.41
83.63
95.49
94.87
85.98
97.15
96.53
87.90

91.65
90.74
81.55
93.43
92.45
83.67
95.33
94.67
85.75
97.13
96.50
87.94

91.59
90.65
81.24
93.26
92.27
83.42
95.37
94.71
85.74
97.05
96.40
87.88

The next table shows the maximum possible speedups
of strategies (a) through (c) for the extreme scale factors
0.025 and 0.2 (other scale factors are omitted to keep the
=
graphics
readable),
calculated by
the formula
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  F where  F
  F . Our
formula is motivated by the observation that processor
speeds are many orders of magnitude greater than network
latencies, so we drop processor speeds.

The following table shows the relative
speedup
of
strategy
 

 
 
 :
(a) with respect to stategy (c), i.e. 

As expected, the number of network sites has some
negative influence on the hit rates, because wider distribution increases the probability that an optional region is currently held at a foreign site. The influence of the scale factor is stronger as one might expect. It seems to be a property of the DBT-3 benchmark; possibly a larger database
decreases the probability for a constant number of processes that different working regions are intersecting during a fixed period in time. Note that DBT-3 executes an
extremely high amount of heavy-weighted read-only transactions which can be handled very efficiently by the multiversion concurrency protocol of PostgreSQL, possibly introducing some distortions to our measurements. Also notice that the update processes started by version 1.0 of DBT3 execute only insert commands but no delete commands as required by the original TPC-H; for some further
differences between these benchmarks see [23].
Another experiment was carried out using DBT-2 [23]
which should be similar to the well-knwn TPC-C benchmark. It models short online transaction processing (OLTP)
from warehouse applications. Although the beta version
0.16 of DBT-2 contained some minor bugs occasionally
leading to some SQL errors, we present the results here
because they indicate that spatial prefetching of optional
locks may drastically improve performance even in cases
where purely temporal prefetching leads to worse performance. DBT-2 runs a high percentage of short read-write
transactions on equally distributed random search keys.
This is expected to produce worse performance in distributed systems. Here are the hit rates for 1, 2, and 4
warehouses (corresponding to scale factors) and 8 client
processes (each working as a ”terminal concentrator” for
10 simulated terminals) running for a measurement period
of 1 hour:

scale

1 site

2 sites

3 sites

4 sites

5 sites

6 sites

7 sites

8 sites

(a)
1 (b)
(c)
(a)
2 (b)
(c)
(a)
4 (b)
(c)

100.00
100.00
87.49
100.00
100.00
93.79
100.00
100.00
93.50

90.62
90.34
68.89
91.08
90.98
79.61
95.18
94.91
82.15

88.06
87.70
63.25
88.65
88.58
75.40
93.75
93.38
78.66

86.09
85.67
59.52
87.06
87.00
72.86
92.95
92.57
76.52

85.61
85.19
58.55
86.73
86.70
72.38
92.81
92.42
75.97

85.18
84.76
57.58
86.11
86.02
71.14
92.38
91.97
75.18

84.47
84.01
56.09
85.61
85.53
70.33
92.13
91.71
74.47

83.91
83.45
54.99
85.15
85.06
69.53
91.82
91.39
73.76

The random access behaviour of DBT-2 seems to produce a high number of uncorrelated accesses. Thus purely
temporal prefetching strategy (c) is worse even for distribution to only 1 site, because each distinct lock has to be
fetched at least once. However, there seems to exist some
intra-transactional spatial locality which would explain the
significantly better behaviour of our strategies (a) and (b).
In summary, our measurements and simulations provide some evidence that our method can achieve hit rates
similar to conventional data caches, and sigificantly better
miss rates (i.e. difference to 100%) than purely temporal
prefetching strategy (c), at least with some kinds of applications and application behaviours. For stronger evidence,
measurements should be repeated by different people and
on different applications exposing different working region
behaviour, preferably with real-world loads instead of synthetic benchmarks. The variety in our measured miss rates
is dependent on scale factor, number of processes, and distribution to network sites. Before modeling application behaviour, further possible influence factors should be experimentally determined. Our observations indicate that
the working region behaviour of applications may have a
strong influence on performance, which is predicted by our
qualitative analysis and which has also been observed in
the area of data caching.

4 Discussion of Implications
Our measurements and simulations indicate that speculative prefetching of optional locks, possibly combined with
prefetching of the corresponding data to local data caches,
can speed up at least some applications running on top of
distributed shared memory (DSM) [24] when compared to
running on local shared memory (LSM).
An obstacle to DSM has been its poor performance
when implementing the message passing paradigm on top
of it. Classical LSM solutions use semaphores, monitors or
similar concepts for the implementation of communication
on top of LSM, e.g. for synchronization on ring buffers.
There is not much work on implementation of distributed
semaphores [25]. Transferring LSM solutions for message
passing to DSM has led to poor performance due to increase of network messages and latencies for simulation of
semaphore operations. In this section, we show how message passing can be implemented very efficiently on DSM
employing speculative prefetching of region locks.
We assume
the existence of an infinite buffer9 in the
+ 9 (
and one single writer and one reader.
address range "
9 Generalizations to two-way-locking on finite buffers (e.g. circular
ring buffers) such that the writer is blocked on full buffers are left to the
reader as an exercise.

Synchronization can be achieved in the following way:
upon initialization of the
system, the writer obtains a lock
+ 9 (
"
for the whole
region
. The writer starts writing at
+
address , keeping a write pointer in its local memory. A
write of bytes is performed by the following steps: first
the bytes are written to the address pointed to by the write
pointer, afterwards the write pointer is incremented by ,
and finally the written region is unlocked such that the rest
of the buffer remains locked. The reader is working in a
mirror symmetric way: first obtaining a lock at the read
pointer position for a length of bytes, afterwards reading
data and incrementing the read pointer accordingly. Other
solutions exist which are also based on dynamic changes
of lock regions10. The common headline may be characterized as applying the principle of direct manipulation
to locks, i.e. always locking exactly the necessary memory regions instead of using substitute locking objects like
semaphores.
The worst-case communication overhead for this type
of synchronization will be no worse than with conventional message passing and message confirmation if the
data transfer is integrated with the lock messages at least
for small sizes of . Interestingly, speculative prefetching
of locks will automatically improve communication overhead in best case and also in many average cases: if the
writer issues a burst of writes, the locally unlocked obligatory regions will accumulate to a larger unlocked obligatory region, but the corresponding optional region will
remain intact until the reader starts to issue a read operation. Using an appropriate prefetching strategy for linear sweeps, the reader can then obtain a much larger optional region as originally requested by the local obligatory lock, such that access permissions for larger portions
of the buffer are transferred in a single step. This effect is
very similar to message buffering and message coalescing
in conventional message-passing systems.
This effect becomes important when multiple anonymous readers or writers are entering the scene. Note that
conventional message passing is based on explicit naming of sender and receiver, while DSM allows anonymous
senders and receivers as well. In our model, synchronization among multiple readers or writers can be achieved by
mutex locking of the write pointer and read pointer respectively; in case of only a single reader or writer no network
messages besides initialization will be generated for synchronization on those pointers. In case of multiple readers
or writers, speculative locking leads to automatic coalescing of messages without forcing the consumers to really
consume all of the data (similar to lookahead on data messages). Note also that we provide a solution for disjoint
distribution of messages such that messages are guaranteed to never arrive twice at different sites, which is very
10 It

suffices when the writer always keeps a lock of a size of at least 1
at any point in time. Before entering bytes at position I , a lock must be
Before actually writing the bytes,
this lock is
present at I with length 1.


I  and after writing it is cut to I  I  
extended to the interval I  
leading to the impression of a ”moving” lock which moves in parallel to
the write pointer.

different from broadcasting of messages. By introduction
of read locks versus write locks, even broadcasts can be efficiently simulated by DSM. To increase the degree of parallelism between readers and writers, more sophisticated
models like multiversion DSM (MVDSM) in analogy to
multiversion databases can also be derived.
Communication on top of DSM has also advantages
for fault tolerance due to better symmetry properties. An
obligatory lock is only an access right independent from
replication of the corresponding data. In case of emergency (e.g. site failure), even obligatory locks may be
retracted. However, for achieving consistency on complex data structures we probably need some transactional
concepts; integration of speculative prefetching of optional
locks with transactions may become an interesting research
area. Other problems of distributed systems like network
partitions [26] should be independent from the paradigms
DSM versus explicit message passing.
A further well-known argument for DSM is its ability
to perform reference semantics very naturally, while message passing implementations like RPC or CORBA provide
only value semantics as basic mechanisms. Simulation of
reference semantics at application level by means of value
semantics may become extremely complicated and expensive. Probably there are a lot of distributed applications
which would profit from cheap and easy reference semantics.
We conclude that there hardly remains a reason
to build distributed systems on message passing as an
application-level basic communication mechanism instead
of on DSM. Since application-level format conversions,
marshalling, object brokers, and other consequences of
message passing implementations like RPC, CORBA etc.
are either not necessary with DSM or can be simulated and
added easily, we expect that building applications on top
of DSM can significantly simplify the architecture of future
distributed applications. In addition, speculative prefetching strategies can automate tasks such as message coalescing which are currently often done by hand at application
level, and can improve the performance where the effort for
implementation of sophisticated message coalescing has
not been spent in all places.
There is an interesting historic analogy: before demand paging in large virtual address spaces was widely
available, progammers used overlays and explicit swapping. Explicit message passing at application level may be
automated in sufficiently homogeneous environments in a
similar way as demand paging did for modular applications
running on the same machine.
Using DSM as base mechanism for distributed systems will not render middleware superfluous; on the contrary, the heterogeneity of current and probably of future
application architectures remains a serious challenge even
if all performance problems of distributed systems were
completely solved. Improving the lock locality properties of DSM applications may also become an attractive
research field.

5 Conclusions
We have presented a family of methods for speeding up
distributed locks when applications show locking patterns
with locality properties well suited for distributed systems.
When applications show bad temporal and spatial locality, we have argued that there is likely no help for any
distributed locking method. For applications showing behaviour in the middle, there remains some room for future
improvements, better heuristics etc.
Our experiments provide some evidence that there exist applications showing both good spatial and temporal locality, such that more than 90% of all lock requests can
be handled locally without network latencies; exploiting
both spatial and temporal locality is often significantly better than exploiting only temporal locality. Since local processors are typically many orders of magnitudes faster than
network latencies, overall speedup factors of 10 or more for
average locking latencies are possible. Speedup is expected
with similar properties and similar results as data caching
has speeded up data access. More research is needed for
modeling application behaviour with respect to locking, for
revealing detailed commonalities and differences to data
access, for finding better global and local lock manager
policies, and for integration with distributed data caching.
We have explained how message passing can be
implemented on top of DSM very efficiently when our
prefetching methods are used. We expect that a combination of our methods with distributed data caching will
have a similar impact on distributed systems as local data
caching had for standalone systems. In particular, the
DSM model should become more attractive in favour of
explicit message passing, such that many applications need
no longer be written for specialized APIs for distributed
systems.
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